Detection and differentiation of several food-spoilage lactic acid bacteria by multiplex polymerase chain reaction, capillary gel electrophoresis, and laser-induced fluorescence.
In this work, a complete analytical procedure is investigated to differentiate several food-spoilage lactic acid bacteria. To do that, a method involving multiplex Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE), and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) is developed. The PCR-CGE-LIF protocol allows the simultaneous detection and differentiation of the genera Leuconostoc and Carnobacterium, the nonmotile group of species within the genus Carnobacterium, and the three species of the group individually (C. divergens, C. gallinarum, and C. maltaromicum). The capability of this approach is clearly illustrated through the sensitive and efficient analysis of the two closest amplicons, with sizes equal to 397 and 412 bp, showing very different yields in all of the amplification reactions tested. These two fragments, which could not be resolved by agarose gel electrophoresis (AGE), are clearly distinguishable by CGE-LIF even when very different areas for both peaks are obtained. The PCR-CGE-LIF method also allows the sensitive detection of these bacteria, demonstrating both a significant resolution improvement compared with traditional AGE and the usefulness of this approach to solve real-life analytical challenges. Good reproducibility of the CGE-LIF procedure is shown for the analysis of multiplex PCR samples with percent relative standard deviation values for migration times and corrected peak areas as low as 0.80 and 6.50 for the same sample and three different days (n = 12), respectively.